
University of Arkansas Libraries 
Faculty Department Heads, 11/16/2017 
 
Present: Allen, Birrell, Gibson, Jones, Juhl, Kulczak, Lennertz, Reilly, Salisbury, Thornton  
 
Associate Dean’s report: Attended two recent conferences: EDUCAUSE and the Charleston 
Conference. During both conferences she participated in conversations related to Open 
Education Resources and academic affordability. Reilly also described how other institutions are 
integrating technology into the classroom through the use of social media tools like twitter. 
There was a general discussion about how our library system could best implement similar tools. 
The libraries already use Twitter as part of reference services. However, the implementation of 
social media platforms also brought up questions about “where” or on what platforms our 
reference services, or services in general should be in terms of privacy and quality of interaction.  
 
Round robin:  
Birrell- The department is finishing up work with an English graduate student, who is focusing 
on the rare book collection and has curated an exhibit using Blake editions and facsimiles. The 
administrative assistant, Deena Owens has started. Heath Robinson has returned and is working 
on a three year contract as the University Archivist assistant. His first project is to finish the 
finding aid for the university’s band collection. On December 7th, in collaboration with the 
Digital Services Unit, a new collection will be available- the Holt Family Papers. The department 
continues to review book collections stored at LISA that haven’t been cataloged yet.  
 
Thorton- He hosted an information session about the feasibility of participating in the Free Little 
Pantry program, and will continue to gather information in the coming weeks before a decision 
can be made. This is part of a service learning project.  
 
Gibson- Her unit is currently testing a new shipping tracking system developed by Texas Tech, 
called Obellisk. $1,050 would be the total purchase price. Current tracking relies on manual 
entry into a spreadsheet, and if an item is lost, it can be difficult to determine its location. 
 
Juhl- There are two Sierra updates which were described in recent Tuesday Times. Summon 
quick search was updated Wednesday night. The Web team is seeing an increase in proxy errors. 
Juhl anticipates that once this is a hosted service, these errors will be greatly reduced. A new 
version of ContentDM is coming out, and the current installation will need to be migrated.  
 
Lennertz- Is part of an Open Education Resource Initiative that will give out four awards to 
Physics, Geriatric Nursing, Technical Writing, and Teaching Teachers.  
 
Salisbury- Attended the Charleston Conference and participated in panel on reproducibility of 
research results. She also shared information about the Open Access tool- OADOI from 
ImpactStory, which is a way to find open access articles at the article level, rather than journal 
level. There was general discussion about how to make this information more visible to users and 
where it is being integrated into vendor databases.  
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